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Ok. NET v23.11.5.79.2 ( VCL 3.1.0 ) Crash.Athletics at the 1978 Commonwealth Games – Men's 4 × 400
metres relay The men's 4 × 400 metres relay event at the 1978 Commonwealth Games was held on 11 and
12 August at the Commonwealth Stadium in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. It was the first appearance of the

event at the Games. Medalists Results Heats Qualification: First 4 of each heat (Q) and the next 2 fastest (q)
qualify for the final. Final References Heats and Final results (The Adelaide Register) Category:Athletics at the

1978 Commonwealth Games 1978Emirates rehangs captain without apology Yesterday, the pilot who flew
Emirates Flight 920 to Dubai remained in his seat for a continuous hour after the flight resumed on the

inbound leg. The captain, Mohamed Attouallah Mohamed Sultan, stepped down three times to address the
problem, which started with a delay of 15 minutes and was then worsened by subsequent air-traffic control

instructions that ordered the crew to climb to 35,000 feet. Eventually, however, a series of clearances
allowed the aircraft to descend to a level friendly to the crew. "I couldn't understand why the flight was

closed," said Sultan, after the landing. "I didn't know what to do. The flight time was 70,000. I had to return
to London to refuel and land in Heathrow. I couldn't understand why we were left on the ground for so long. I
was trying to communicate with the tower and everyone was saying: 'Close the flight, close the flight,' and

they didn't tell me why. "I was a bit lost. But I just shut down and watched television. I heard about the
second crash [of 787 Dreamliners] and I was thinking, 'Those are all accidents.' I was frustrated. Maybe I was

a little bit too impatient." The flight also produced the longest period of continuous uninterrupted air-to-
ground contact ever recorded. In a statement, an Emirates spokesman said: "The flight [920] departed on
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schedule from London Heathrow to Dubai. The crew were c6a93da74d
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